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For each k > 1, a sequence of 4(k - 1) - [log, (k - l)] sets (layers) of 
disjoint intervals in Iw is constructed, such that every interval overlaps at least 
one interval in each preceding layer and no point of [w belongs to more than k 
layers. This improves a construction of Woodall. The approach is by way of 
the related “saturation” or “scope” problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
The following “interval problem” was proposed by Woodall at the 
1973 (Aberystwyth) British Combinatorial Conference [l]. 
A system is a finite sequence of layers. Each layer is a finite, nonvoid 
collection of disjoint nonvoid open intervals of the real line. A system 
is valid if every one of its intervals overlaps with some interval of each 
lower (i.e., preceding in the sequence) layer. Does there exist a constant 
c > 0 such that for every valid system with n layers there is a point covered 
by at least en layers ? Woodall’s conjecture is that c = 4. He has shown that 
one must have c < ((17)‘/” - 3)/4 m 0.28 and below we show that 
c < $. We are unable to rule out c = 0. However, it is shown that the 
problem is equivalent to the “saturation problem” or the “scope problem” 
defined below, which may be more amenable to further analysis. 
If c > 0, then an algorithm of Woodall’s will perform static storage 
assignment, for a linear store, using a total length at most 2c-IL where L 
is the maximum total length of records to be stored at any one instant. 
(For dynamic storage assignment, see [2].) 
For a valid system S, let v(S) be the number of layers in S, and ys(x) 
the number of layers covering point x, (the weight of x). For I any interval 
in S let the weight of I be ~~(1) = max(ys(x) 1 x E I} while the saturation 
of I is us(l) = min{ys(x) j x E I>. The entire system then has weight 
y(S) = max(ys(l) / IE S] = max(rs(x) / x E R) and saturation O(S) = 
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max(as(l) / I E 5’). We will also use the top layer weight y’(S) = 
max(ys(l) j I in top layer of S}. 
For valid systems with a given layer number v(S) = 11, let J(n), j’(n) 
and g(n) be the minimum weight, top layer weight and saturation respec- 
tively. Conversely let p(k), gi’(k), #(lc) be the maximum number of layers 
rn any valid system with weight, top layer weight, saturation not exceeding 
k, respectively. 
Woodall’s constant is c -- inf, f (n)/n. 
2. BASIC FACTS 
It is clear that f, f’, and g all satisfy f(n) < f(n $- 1) < S(n) + 1. 
Thus S, J’, g are nondecreasing maps of Z+ onto Zf so that 9, $, # are 
increasing maps of Z+ into .Z+ and “not exceeding k” may be replaced by 
‘“equal to k” in their definition. It is also clear that y’(S) < y(S) hence 
f’(n) <f(n) and y’(k) 2 9(k). Finally, as ~(1) < y(I), one has 
oG) < y(S) implying g(n) <f(n) and Wd 3 p(k). 
A useful operation is that of stretching a valid system S. For X, E R, 
imagine the system cut at x,, and the right half translated by some finite 
distance d to the right. Bridging all intervals containing x,, over the gap 
(i.c., connecting the two parts into which each such interval is broken) 
creates a system 5” isomorphic to S with y&x> constant over [x, , x0 -I- d] 
with value ys(x,,). 
Let S, 3’ be valid systems with v(S) -- 81, y(S) == ,f(n>, v(S’) = n?, 
~(3’) = f(~2). There exist points x1 ‘..., x,, in the bottom layer of S such 
that every interval of layers 2 through n of S contains at least one of these 
points. Stretch S at each of these points, remove the bottom layer and 
place a copy of,!?’ under each stretch interval. This creates a valid system 
9’” with v(S”) ~- fi + y11 I and y(s”) < y(S) $ y(s’) - I. Hence 
j(n / m --~ I) :< f(n) $ f(m) - 1 
Iim k-Qp(k) = sup k “cp(kj == c-1 
/C>G 
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3. RELATIONS AMONG SYSTEMS 
LEMMA 1. If 2k - 1 intervals have a common point at least one oj 
them has saturation >k. 
Proof. A sequence of 2k - 1 layers each of a single interval, all 
containing x is a valid system S. For k = 1, o(S) = 1 is obvious. For 
k > 1, let 1 be an interval in the system with leftmost left end point and 
J (possibly = 1) an interval with rightmost right end point. Then the 
2k - 3 (or 2k - 2) remaining intervals are all contained in I u J. Hence 
the claim follows by induction. 
COROLLARY 1. For every valid system S, o(S) < y(S) 9 20(S), so 
that j(n) < 2g(n) and #(s) < ~(2s). 
LEMMA 2. j’(5) = 3 (so that ~(2) = 4). 
Proof. Let I be any interval in the top layer of a valid five layer system. 
Clearly y(l) 3 2 as I must meet lower layers. If y(l) = 2 then at most one 
of the lower layer intervals meeting I can stick out from I at each end. 
Thus at least two of the four lower layers have an interval contained in I. 
At least one such interval, J, is in the 2d layer or higher. Interval J must 
meet a bottom layer interval K. Then J n K is contained’in 1, implying 
y(Z) >, 3, a contradiction. Hence f’(5) > 3. A system S with five layers 
and y’(S) = 3 is readily exhibited. Hence f’(5) = 3. 
LEMMA 3. g(4) = 2. 
Proof. Let Ibe an interval of the top layer. It meets intervals of the three 
lower layers. If one of these is contained in (contains) I then this interval 
(I itself) is at least 2 saturated. Otherwise the three intervals stick out from 
I, at least two on the same side. Then I and these two have a point in 
common and by Lemma 1, at least one of these three intervals is at least 2 
saturated. A valid four-layer system S with o(S) = 2 is readily exhibited. 
LEMMA 4. y’(k+ 1) = dk)+2k-t 1. 
Proof. (a) p’(k + 1) > v(k) + 2k + 1. 
On the interval (4, 5) place a system of y(k) layers with y(S) = k. To 
each layer of this system add intervals (0, 1) and (8,9). Above this, in 
layers q?(k) + 1 through y(k) + k place intervals (0, 1) and (6, 9). In 
layers qs(k) + k + 1 through v(k) + 2k place interval (0, 3). In layer 
p(k) + 2k + 1 place interval (2, 7). This forms a valid system S with 
y(k) + 2k + 1 layers and y’(S) = k + 1. 
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Let 4 z (u, u) be a top layer interval of a valid system S with 
v(S) = n = cp’(k + I), y’(S) = k --I- 1. Let a be the number of lower layers 
with an interval containing U. Let h be the ~u~~ber of the remaining layers 
with an interval containing II. Then c = n -- a - b -- I layers remain, 
each of which must (i) have an interval contained in I and (ii) have no 
intervals containing u or v. Then the part of these layers contained in 
(u, U) forms a valid c layer system. Hence, one can choose x E B to obtain 
Y(X) > to any of CI $- 1, b + 1, f(c) + 1, that is y’(S) r k + 1 3 
I $ max(u, b,f(c)). Then a < k, b < k, and f  (c) < k or c < cp(k) so that 
R - 1 = a + b + c < 2k + q(k). 
Thus II =y q’(k -t 1) < q(k) + 2k + 1 as claimed. 
LEMMA 5. p?(k) < q'(k) -<, k2. 
ProofY By induction from ~(1) = q’(1) = 1 and 
y(k + 1) :< q’(k -t 1) = ?(k) + 2k + 1 < q’(k) + 2k + 1: 
LEMMA 6. v(k + s) < #(s) + y’(k) = #J(S) + g?(k -- 1) ~I- 2k - L < 
&s) -I- y(k - 1) + 2k --- 1. 
ProoJ Let S be any valid system with n := I/J(S) $ y’(k) + 1 layers. 
The #(s) -t 1 top layers form a valid system T of their own, which must 
contain an interval I with a,(d) > s + I. Let B be the valid system 
obtained by placing a layer consisting only of 1 on top of the y’(k) bottom 
) = cp’(k) i- 1 one has y’( ) ==- ys’(l) 2 k + 1. Thus for 
one has both yT(x) 3 s - 1 and yB(x) 2 k + I, hence 
lc t- s + 1. Since S is arbitrary,f (n) >, k + s + I or cp(k -1 s) < 
y Lemma 4 and Corollary 1, 
LEMMA 7. For k > s b 1, y(k -t- s) > C/I(S) $- q(k). 
Proof: Let 2‘ be a valid system with ~(7’) - $(s), ~(7’) = 6. Let ,E3 
be a valid system with v( ) r- k. Consider T, there exists 
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a set (x1 , x2 ,..., x,} in R such that each interval of T contains at least 
one of the xi and yr(xi) < s for all i. Stretch T at each xi and put below 
each stretch interval a copy of B. This constructs a valid system S. For x 
in a stretch interval ys(x) < s + k, while otherwise, ys(x) = y&x) < 
y(T) < 24T) = 2s < s + k, using Corollary I. Hence y(S) < s + k, 
V(S) = #(s) + y(k) which establishes the claim. 
COROLLARY. d4 3 maxl~s~[k~21 v%> + dk - s). 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF THE SATURATION PROBLEM 
LEMMA 8. Em,,, s-‘+(s) = c-l. 
Proof. As g, < #, using Lemma 7 with k = s one has 
m < JQ < 2 VP) v(s) 
s s 2s s 
and both bounds have c-l as limit. 
LEMMA 9. #(k) > 4k - 1. 
Proqf It suffices to construct a sequence S, , S, ,... of valid systems 
with v(S,) = 4k - 1, a(S3 = k for all k E Z+. S, is trivial, S, and S, 
are given in Figs. 1 and 2. For k > 3 an inductive construction of Sk 
using S, ,..., S,-, is given in Fig. 3. 
LEMMA 10. ~(1) = 1 andfork > 1, 
v(k) 3 4(k - 1) - [lw2(k - 111. 
- - - - - -- -- - ---- 
FIG. 1. Construction of S, 
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FIG. 2. Construction of S, . 
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FIG. 3. Construction of S, . 
Proof. Since there is a four-layer valid system S with y(S) = 2 and, 
by Lemma 2, f(5) 3 f’(5) = 3, one has ~(2) = 4. Hence the relation 
holds for k = 2. Suppose it holds up to k - 1. If k is even, k = 2m, 
apply Lemmas 7, 9 and the induction hypothesis to obtain 
rp(k) = v(m + m) > $(m) -+ cp(m) > 4m - I + 4(m - 1) 
- Pxdm - 1>1 
= 4(k - 1) -- 1 -- [log,@ -- I)]. 
Let [log,(m - I)] : a, [log,(2m - I)] = b; then 2” < m - I, hence 
P1 .< 2m - 2 < 2m __ 1 < 2b 1 I, i mplying a < b or a -I- 1 < b. Then 
v(k) > 4(/r - 1) -- (a + 1) > 4(lc - 1) -- 0 
~o~npl~ti~g the ~~d~ctio~” If k is odd, k = 2m + I, then 
y(k) = cp((m -I- 1) + m) > #(m) ---t F(m + 1) 
> 4m -- 1 +- 4m -- [log, m] = 4(k - I) - I - [log, m]. 
Let [log, m] = u, [log, 2m] = b; then 2” < nz, hence ZUfl < 2m < Pxt 
implying a c b or rr -I- 1 < b. ~~~~~~o~e 
c&k) ;a ih(k .-- 1) ---~ (1 + a> > 4(k --- I) -- 6, 
(completing dx proof. 
iate from either Lemmas 8 and 9 or from Lemma 10. 
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ProoJ: It suffices to show that L, E lim SUP~+~ k-“g?(k) < 0. First 
note that, for any NE .Z+, L, is also the lim sup over the subsequence of 
k multiple of N. Indeed, denoting by h(k) the smallest multiple of N not 
less than k, one has by monotonicity of y, 
( lim sup s?(h(k)) h(k) 
’ ‘k+rn 
I__~ 
( 1 h(k)LY k 
O1 = lim sup I. 
s-m (Ns)a 
NOW applying Lemma 6 with k = Ns gives 
y((N + 1) s) < 942s) + p(Ns - 1) + 2~7s - I 
< 742s) + q(Ns) + 2Ns, 
whence 
Taking the lim sup as s -+ co with N fixed gives, for 01 > 1 
or 
[(N + ljLy - N”-22”]L, <O 
and the bracket is positive for sufficiently large N. 
COROLLARY. For all DI < 1, lim,,, n-“f(n) = + co; i.e.,f(n) > %-‘) 
.for all E > 0. 
5. THE SCOPE PROBLEM 
It is easily seen that the saturation problem is completely equivalent 
to the following purely discrete “scope” problem. 
Let S be a finite sequence S, ,..., S, of finite sets of positive integers. 
Denote by (a, i) the occurrence of integer a in set & , 
The scope of (a, i) is the union of the sets S,, with j < a: < k where 
1 < j < i & k < m and j is as low, IC as high as possible subject to the 
condition that for all /3 satisfying j < p < k, one has a ES, . 
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The system is valid if it satisfies the scope condition: for any occurrence 
(a, i) of any integer a, the scope of (a, i) contains (1, 2,..., a>. 
Then 4(k) is the largest integer that can occur in a valid system with sets 
of ~~ax~rn~rn cardinality k, 
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